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Abstract—In this paper, we present an analog integrated circuit
containing a matched pair of silicon cochleae and an address event
interface. Each section of the cochlea, modeled by a second-order
low-pass filter, is followed by a simplified inner hair cell circuit
and a spiking neuron circuit. When the neuron spikes, an address
event is generated on the asynchronous data bus. We present the
results of the chip characterization and the results of an interaural
time difference based sound localization experiment using the ad-
dress event representation (AER) EAR. The chip was fabricated in
a 3-metal 2-poly 0.5- m CMOS process.

Index Terms—Analog integrated circuits, neuromorphic engi-
neering, silicon cochlea, sound localization.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR multi-chip neuromorphic systems, the address event
representation (AER) interface has become the standard in-

terface protocol in recent years. The AER approach allows us to
model biological systems using discrete level (spikes) and con-
tinuous/analog time events to convey information, similar to the
pulse code neural communication and processing systems found
in living organisms. This representation is ideal for communi-
cating sparse events from many sources using a narrow channel
[1], [2].

AER allows multiple devices to share a common data bus by
using a hand-shaking protocol that arbitrates between transmit-
ters to determine which transmitter can access the bus. The next
transmission is not permitted unless an acknowledgement is re-
turned from the receiver. This method allows multiple transmit-
ters to communicate with multiple receivers in a pseudo-parallel
fashion. Since the events are generated asynchronously, random
ordering of transmissions occurs, producing Poisson distributed
event streams which, statistically, preserve the timing between
events [3]. Furthermore, the event stream models the timing re-
lationships of biological synaptic transmission very well.

In addition to allowing multiple sensors to communicate to
multiple processors using a common bus, the AER protocol can
be used to perform computation through the manipulation of
the statistics and routing of events from the input stream. For
example, spatial filtering on a receiver chip can be realised if
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each pixel in the transmitter array transmits a projection field to
the receiver chip.

To date, the AER protocol has been used almost exclusively
in vision chips (e.g., [3]–[10]) and some neural processors (e.g.,
[11]–[15]). The only silicon cochleae with an address event type
representation that the authors are aware of are [16], [17] and
[18], but these implementations use a small number of cochlea
sections (9, 15, and 8 sections, respectively), and a nonstandard
implementation of the AER protocol. Furthermore, in [17], only
the zero-crossings of the output signal of each cochlear section
were preserved.

In this paper, we present an all-purpose silicon cochlea chip
with standard AER interface, designed for general neuromor-
phic applications including sound localization and visual-audio
sensor fusion. We describe the building blocks of the system in
Section II and then present measurements and mismatch anal-
ysis from the fabricated design in Section III. This data ex-
tends previous characterization results found in [19]. Section IV
shows the results of two sound localization experiments with
this chip conducted in a more controlled environment than [20].
This section is followed by a conclusion.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Cochlea

The silicon cochlea used is identical to the one we have pre-
sented in [21] and is shown in Fig. 1(a). It is an improved version
of the one presented in [22], which had already proven its use in
various neuromorphic sound processing systems [23], [24]. First
proposed by Lyon and Mead [25], the basic building block for
the filters in this cochlear model is a second-order low-pass filter
section show in Fig. 1(b). It is built with transconductance am-
plifiers operating in weak inversion. For input voltages smaller
than about 60 mV , the amplifier can be approximated as a
linear transconductor

(1)

where the transconductance is given by

(2)

is the bias current, is the slope factor, and the thermal
voltage 25.6mV at room temperature. The
bias current of amplifiers A1 and A2, controls the cutoff
frequency of the filter, while amplifier A3 is biased by . By
changing the voltages and , one can control the ratio of

to , which sets the quality factor, , of the second-order
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Fig. 1. (a) Silicon cochlea. (b) Single cochlear section. By biasing the transis-
tors with a resistive line, we obtain the exponentially decreasing cutoff frequen-
cies across the cochlea. Currents I and I set the cutoff frequencies
of the first and the last section, respectively.

section, with becoming infinity when . If all three
amplifiers in the circuit are identical, this second-order section
may be stable for small signals, but will exhibit large signal in-
stability due to slew-rate limitations [26]. This instability can be
solved by using a transconductance amplifier with a wider linear
input range in the forward path [26], allowing larger input sig-
nals of up to about 140 mVpp to be used.

Our silicon cochlea is implemented by cascading 32 of these
second-order low-pass sections with exponentially decreasing
cutoff frequencies. The exponential decrease is obtained by cre-
ating the bias currents of the second-order section with CMOS
compatible lateral bipolar transistors (CLBTs), as proposed in
[22]. A bandpass filtered output is obtained from each section
by taking as the differential output signal.

Two identical copies of the silicon cochlea are laid out side by
side on the chip. In addition, we placed the CLBTs that bias the
corresponding sections of both cochleae in a single well, that is,
they share a common base. This placement was done to ensure
optimal matching of the bias currents for the two cochleae.

Fig. 2(a) shows the theoretical frequency response of the
output signal for all 32 sections, for a quality
factor , set to 0.75. All sections have a 20-dB dec slope
for frequencies below the resonant frequency, and a much
steeper roll-off for frequencies above the resonant frequency,
except the first few sections. The steep roll-off is a result of
cascading, where the frequency components above a section’s
cutoff frequency have already been reduced in gain by the

Fig. 2. (a) Theoretical frequency response . (b) Theoretical step response. Q =

0:75 in both cases.

previous sections, resulting in higher frequency selectivity
compared to a second-order-section in isolation. The filters are
evenly spaced on a log-frequency scale due to the exponentially
decreasing cutoff frequency across the cochlea and each filter
has a constant relative bandwidth.

Fig. 2(b) shows the theoretical step response of the channels
for the same -value. The delays are inversely proportional to
the resonant frequency of each section, thus the delays increase
exponentially.

B. Inner Hair Cell

In the biological cochlea, the inner hair cells transduce vibra-
tion in the cochlea into a neural signal. This function is modeled
by a novel inner hair cell circuit shown in Fig. 3. A transconduc-
tance amplifier transforms the differential cochlear output into
a single ended current, to which a dc offset may be added using

. The gain of the conversion can be set with . A cur-
rent mirror rectifies the current signal before passing it through
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Fig. 3. The inner hair cell circuit.

a low-pass filter. This half wave-rectified current is as a first ap-
proximation given by

(3)

where is controlled by and by .
The first-order low-pass filter is a log-domain circuit. Its

transfer function in the Laplace domain is given by

(4)

where is given by

(5)

and is given by

(6)

The cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter can be controlled
with and , which generate bias currents and , re-
spectively. C3, implemented as a pMOS capacitor, should have
been implemented with an nMOS capacitor because the voltage
is quite close to . Nonetheless, the circuit still operates cor-
rectly as the voltage swing is small and the pMOS capacitor
acts almost linearly. The cutoff was set around 1 kHz as in the
real inner hair cell, modeling the reduction in phase-locking ob-
served on real auditory nerves at frequencies greater than 1 kHz.
The two control signals and are slightly below to
allow the two pMOS transistors providing to operate in satu-
ration. Any voltage difference between and will show
up as a current gain depending exponentially on this difference
as given in (5). In the results shown in this paper, both voltages
were equal to 4.5 V, resulting in a gain of 1.

The biological inner hair cell exhibits adaptation to an on-
going stimulus, therefore it responds more strongly to the onset
of stimulation than the sustained part of the stimulus and its
response is suppressed temporarily after the offset of stimula-
tion. This adaptation has been modeled in [27] but it was con-
sidered too complex and too large for inclusion on the current
chip. However, we intend to include this in future versions.

C. Integrate-and-Fire Neuron for AER

The output current of the IHC ( ) is passed through a cur-
rent mirror (not shown) which is cascaded with , shown

Fig. 4. AER spiking neuron.

in Fig. 4. This point forms the boundary between the analog
front-end and the digital AER circuits. The analog and digital
circuits run on separate power supplies to reduce digital noise on
the analog signals. The wells of the pMOS transistors in Fig. 4
are all tied to the digital .

When the acknowledge signal (ack) is low, is integrated
onto the membrane capacitor of the neuron circuit, which
has a leakage current controlled by . The spike is gen-
erated by two inverters in series, with positive feedback through

. When a spike is generated, the request line (req) is pulled
low. A high pulse in acknowledgement (ack) resets the neuron
after which it will enter a refractory period with a duration set
by .

The AER protocol is described in [1]. When a neuron makes
a request (by pulling the req signal low), an on-chip arbiter ar-
bitrates between all neurons making a request, and sends off
each neuron’s address in sequence through two external hand-
shaking signals. Once a neuron’s address has been communi-
cated off-chip, the arbiter sends an acknowledge to the neuron
via the ack signal, which in turn resets the neuron. The AER cir-
cuitry used on our chip is adapted from [1] and has already been
used on a number of chips.

D. AER EAR

The complete system consists of (A) two matched, 32-sec-
tion silicon cochleae, followed by (B) simplified inner hair cell
circuits and (C) spiking neurons and AER interface circuitry to
generate and communicate auditory nerve spikes. It is fabricated
in a 3-metal, 2-poly, 0.5- m CMOS process with a die size of
2.7 mm by 2 mm. Fig. 5 shows the microphotograph of the chip.

III. MEASUREMENTS

The cutoff frequencies of our second-order sections can be
tuned to a wide range of frequencies, from 50 Hz to 50 kHz or
higher. For the experiments presented here, we adjusted the bias
voltages so that the first section is most responsive to a 15-kHz
input frequency and the last (32nd) section is most responsive to
300 Hz. The quality factor was set to be close to 0.75 as shown
in the simulations in Fig. 2. The offset current, ( in Fig. 3) as
well as the leakage current at the neuron ( in Fig. 4) were
set to zero. Furthermore, and (Fig. 3) were both set
to 4.5 V, resulting in a low-pass filter gain of 1. These settings
were chosen to simplify the interpretation of the measurement
results.

In biology, the spike rate on the auditory nerve is limited to
about 100 spikes per second, but a number of nerve fibres orig-
inate from the same IHC and many IHCs code for a similar
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Fig. 5. Microphotograph of the AER cochlea.

frequency range. In our case we only have 32 filters for more
than two octaves of input frequency range and we have imple-
mented only one AER neuron per IHC. Therefore, to obtain
enough spikes from each filter, we have given the IHC circuit
a high gain by lowering (Fig. 3) and decreasing
(Fig. 4) so that the maximum spike rate of the AER neuron is
more than 10000 spikes per second. The cutoff frequency of the
IHC low-pass filter is kept at 1 kHz, so that phase locking will
be reduced only for input signals above 1 kHz.

A. Frequency Response

We have measured the frequency response for each filter sec-
tion by measuring the differential voltage via an
on-chip scanner. The sections are numbered from 1 (highest fre-
quency) to 32 (lowest frequency). A 150-mV sine wave with
frequency varying from 200 Hz to 30 kHz was applied to the
inputs of both cochleae and the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
differential output signal was measured.

The gain, expressed as the ratio between input and output
peak-to-peak amplitude, is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of
frequency. The plot shows that the filters have approximately
a constant relative bandwidth and maximum gain as predicted
by theory. The gain across the 32 sections varies little between
sections, but there is a consistent difference in gain between sec-
tions in the left cochlea and those in the right cochlea. On all the
chips that we have measured, we found that the right cochlea
systematically has a gain 3 to 4 dB higher than the left cochlea.
We suspect that this is due to the large difference in the length
of wiring from the second-order section to the scanner between
the two cochleae. This difference will be corrected in future ver-
sions of the AER EAR .

The voltages and are buffered off-chip and read by a
data acquisition board. The lack of on-chip buffering allows di-
rect connections to the capacitor voltages in each second-order
section, which we will make use of in Section III-C, but at the
same time, it causes the node capacitance to significantly in-
crease when the voltages are being read. This will artificially
decrease the cutoff frequency of the section under test. A side ef-
fect of this is that the high frequency cutoff slope in Fig. 6 is not

Fig. 6. Measured frequency response of V �V at sections 5, 15, and 25 of
(a) the left cochlea and (b) the right cochlea. The gain is very consistent within
each cochlea, but the right cochlea has a gain systematically higher than that of
the left cochlea.

as steep as it should be, since the bandpass filters do not benefit
from cascading until frequencies well above their reduced cutoff
frequencies. This, however, is a measurement artefact, since in
normal operation none of the cochlear sections are connected to
the output pins through the scanner.

B. Spike Rates and Cochleagram

At the inner hair cell (IHC), the differential signal (
) is converted to a current, half-wave rectified, and filtered

with a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of about 1 kHz.
Therefore, at input frequencies above a few kilohertz, the output
is an almost constant current that is proportional to the mag-
nitude of . This current drives an integrate-and-fire
neuron, producing spikes on the AER bus. The firing rates of the
neurons in the same channels as in Fig. 6 are shown as a function
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Fig. 7. Spike rates of neurons in selected channels. Offset and gain mismatch
are evident.

of frequency in Fig. 7, demonstrating the frequency selectivity
of the cochlea.

It can be seen that there are variations in the spike rate offset,
with some neurons spiking even when the input signal is well
outside the pass-band. In fact, these neurons will spike in the
absence of any input. There are also some variations in gain be-
tween the output of the cochlea and the spike rate of the cor-
responding neuron, but the overall frequency selectivity is pre-
served. The causes of this mismatch will be further investigated
in Section III-C. Comparing the spike rates in Fig. 7 with the fre-
quency responses at Fig. 6, we see that they peak at different fre-
quencies for the same section in both cochleae and that the high
frequency slopes are steeper in Fig. 7. This is consistent with the
lowering of the cutoff frequency when measuring di-
rectly.

Fig. 8 shows a cochleagram, which is a plot of the spikes as a
function of channel number versus time, for both the left (green)
and the right (red) cochlea for three different input frequencies.
Again, we see that some neurons fire significantly more than

Fig. 8. Cochleagrams for different sinusoidal inputs. (a) Input is 1 kHz. (b)
Input is 4 kHz. (c) Input is 15 kHz. Phase locking can be seen for the 1-kHz input,
but it disappears at 4 kHz due to IHC low-pass filtering with f = 1 kHz.

others. The fact that the right cochlea systematically has a 3 dB
higher gain than the left cochlea also shows up in the average
spike rates in Fig. 8.

In Fig. 8(a), we can see that phase locking of the spikes to the
input signal is preserved for a 1-kHz input signal, as the spike
density varies with a 1-kHz rate. This phase locking is due to
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the 1-kHz cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter in the IHC and
is similar to phase locking on the biological auditory nerve. For
a 4-kHz and a 15-kHz input, this phase locking is absent.

C. Analysis of Mismatch – Offset and Gain Error

As mentioned in the previous section, there are two types of
error that contribute to variations in the spike rate: the offset
error and the gain error. In this section, we will analyse their
causes. We can rewrite (3) to take into account the effect of
mismatch in the circuits

(7)

where and are the ac and dc components of ,
respectively, is the input dc offset at the transconductance
amplifier in the IHC, and combines the gains of all the
current mirrors in the IHC circuit (including those in the log
domain filter).

For simplicity, we may ignore the effect of low-pass filtering
at the IHC since we are only interested in the mismatch in the av-
erage spike rate, therefore . Assuming a constant

, this current charges the membrane capacitor in the neuron
linearly until the spiking threshold is reached, at which point the
neuron fires. Assuming that the refractory period is very small
compared to the inter-spike interval, the average spike rate is

(8)

where is the membrane capacitance and is the spiking
threshold of the neuron. The leakage current (Fig. 4) is not
included in the equation as it is set to zero in all our measure-
ments.

is a result of the combined dc offset at amplifiers A1
and A2 in the cochlear section Fig. 1(b). Like , it is mainly
due to threshold voltage mismatch of the input transistors of
the transconductance amplifiers and can take either a positive
or a negative value. Since is normally turned off, the offset
at each section is proportional to the sum and the
neuron will fire spontaneously if the sum is positive. If the sum
is negative, the neuron will not fire until exceeds .

A measure of the offset in spike rates is shown in Fig. 9. For
these measurements the inputs of both cochleae were shorted
to an ac ground. These measurements show only sections with
positive offsets, since those are the only sections that will gen-
erate spikes in the absence of an input signal. To determine the
negative offsets of the other sections, we injected a bias cur-
rent (controlled via ) into each section so that every
channel spikes spontaneously. Since there will be unavoidable
mismatch between the copies of injected at each section,
this will introduce another source of mismatch, but this addi-
tional mismatch is expected to be much smaller than the offsets
we are trying to measure. The spike rates at all the channels are
again measured and a constant rate is subtracted to com-
pensate for the additional spikes generated due to . is
determined from the average increase in spike rates due to
among channels with positive offsets (shown in Fig. 10). The
result, shown in Fig. 11(a), shows both positive and negative

Fig. 9. Spontaneous spike rates at each channel for both the left and the right
cochlea.

Fig. 10. Measured increase in spike rate due to the injected current I . This
can only be measured for channels with positive offset. The mean, R , allows
us to determine the negative offsets in Fig. 11.

offset values and these represent the combined offsets due to the
cochlea ( ) and the IHC ( and ). Fig. 10, as well as the
similarity of the positive offsets in both Fig. 9 and Fig. 11(a),
confirm that the additional offset from injecting is indeed
smaller than the offset we are trying to observe.

To estimate the relative contributions of and to the
total offset, we measured the spontaneous spike rates when
the input to the IHC circuit is shorted, thus removing and
leaving us with only . This is done by measuring one channel
at a time through the scanner and shorting to with a
wire off-chip. We use the same and as before to obtain
the offsets in Fig. 11(b). By comparing Fig. 11(a) and (b), it can
be seen that the spike rate offsets have been reduced. In fact,
the variance in (a) is reduced by about 60% in (b), suggesting
that (the dc offset at ) contributes more than
half of the offset error of the entire system. Fig. 11(c) shows
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Fig. 11. (a) Total offset in spike rate at each channel. (b) Offsets with cochlear
mismatch eliminated (shorting V and V ). (c) Difference of (a) and (b),
which represents the offset caused by the cochlea.

the result of subtracting the spike rate offsets in (b) from those
in (a), representing the spike rate offset caused by . As
an additional verification step, we measured the dc offsets of

directly via the scanner, as shown in Fig. 12. The
measured dc offsets correspond well with the calculated spike
rate offsets of Fig. 11(c).

Fig. 12. Variation in dc offset at V � V at both left and right cochleae.
This offset is a major source of offset in spike rates.

Fig. 13. Distribution of the gain of the channels.

Knowing the offset at each channel allows us to eliminate the
offset by subtracting a constant value from the observed spike
rate, but this still leaves us with a gain error. From (7) and (8),
the overall gain depends on . All 4 values vary
from channel to channel: depends on the bias current ,
the current mirror gain varies due to threshold voltage vari-
ations and limited output resistance, and , are slightly
different for each neuron due to size mismatch at the capacitor
and threshold voltage mismatch at the transistors, respectively.

Fig. 13 shows the distribution of the measured gains of all
64 channels (32 2), relative to the average. The gain ranges
from 40% to 180% of the average, with a standard deviation of
26%. The gain error of each channel can be removed by nor-
malization, that is, scaling the gain at each channel so that the
gain at the resonant frequency equals one. Fig. 14 plots the spike
rates of selected channels as a function of frequency after our at-
tempts to remove both offset and gain variation, thus showing
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Fig. 14. Spike rates of neurons in selected channels of (a) the left cochlea and
(b) the right cochlea after processing to remove offsets and gain errors.

that much of the mismatch could be removed in later processing
stages through learning and adaptation.

IV. SOUND LOCALIZATION

In this section, we investigate the possibility of using the AER
EAR for sound localization. In the first instance, we are inter-
ested in how well the AER spikes preserve timing information
for the extraction of interaural time differences. For these ex-
periments, we have therefore increased the cutoff frequency of
the low-pass filter in the IHC to a biologically unrealistic value
of 50 kHz in order to observe phase-locking of the AER output
at all audio frequencies. With such a high cutoff frequency the
filter in the IHC circuit simply acts as a variable gain current
mirror at audio frequencies. The gain of this mirror is expo-
nentially proportional to , which we have set, as in
the previous experiment, to be equal (4.5 V) to give a gain of
one. No offset or gain correction is applied to the output of the
cochlea in the following experiments.

Fig. 15. Cochleagrams showing the delay in one channel relative to the other
for a 500-Hz sine wave input. (a) Left leading right. (b) Right leading left.

In the first experiment, we played signals from a stereo sound
card directly to the inputs of the two cochleae. Both channels
played the same sound except that we delayed the signal in one
channel relative to the other to simulate an interaural time delay
(ITD), that is, the difference in time of arrival of the sound to
the two ears because one ear is closer to the source than the
other. Two examples of the resulting spike trains in each of the
cochlear channels for different ITDs are shown in Fig. 15.

We extract the ITD from the spike trains as follows. We
perform cross-correlation of the spike trains between all cor-
responding channels of the left and right cochleae using a
10-ms window. From the average correlation across the 32
cochlear channels, we use the delay at which the maximum
correlation occurs to represent the ITD. An example of the
average cross-correlation curve is shown in Fig. 16. The length
of the window is chosen so that it is short enough to allow
rapid updates and fast response to stimulus, but long enough
to obtain a good ITD estimate. For example, for a 500-Hz pure
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Fig. 16. Average cross-correlation of the spike trains in the left cochlea and
those in the right cochlea. In this example, the maximum occurs at 0.25 ms,
which will be used as the calculated ITD.

tone stimulus, a 10-ms window gives us five cycles of the signal
to determine its phase accurately.

Fig. 17 shows calculated delay versus actual delay, when the
input signal is (a) white noise with a flat spectrum from 75 Hz
to 24 kHz, and (b) a 500-Hz pure tone. At each delay position,
five calculations are performed, each 20 ms apart in the middle
of the 0.5-s signal. Calculations based on white noise inputs are
more accurate than those based on pure tone inputs as spikes
from all cochlear channels contribute to the delay estimate for
the broad band white noise stimulus. For the 500-Hz tone, only
the low frequency channels carry phase information as the high
frequency channels are not responsive to 500 Hz, as shown in
the cochleagrams in Fig. 15. Therefore, when the higher fre-
quency channels are removed from the calculation, accuracy im-
proves. This is evident by comparing Fig. 17(b) with Fig. 17(c),
which shows less variation. Overall, the results in this experi-
ment show that the AER cochlea is able to preserve ITD infor-
mation accurately.

In a second experiment, we attempt to extract ITD in a
more realistic reverberant environment. We recorded sound
using a pair of microphones inserted into the ears of a dummy
head located at the center of a small room. The dummy was
rotated from to in 5 steps, where 0 represents the
dummy facing the loudspeaker straight ahead (See Fig. 18). The
recorded sounds were played to the left and the right cochlea
through a soundcard as in the first experiment. Fig. 19 shows
the outputs of the cochleae at 2 different positions.

We calculate the ITD from the spikes using the same procedure
as in the previous experiment. Fig. 20 shows the calculated
ITD as the position of the source varies from (left) to
90 (right). The theoretical maximum delay occurs at ,
and for low frequency signals, the curve should be a sine
function of angle [28]. However, as it can be seen in Fig. 20,
the maximum occurs at in the measurements. This is
because the presence of echoes in a reverberant environment
causes the phase to vary depending on the geometry on the
room and the exact position in the room where it is measured,

Fig. 17. Calculated delay versus actual delay based on cross-correlation of
spikes from left and right cochleae. Five calculations are performed for each
actual delay, each using a different section of the spike trains. The mean and
standard deviation at each delay are shown.

rather than depending solely on the distance of the microphones
from the source. In fact, we have noticed during the course
of the experiment that even the simple opening or closing
of a door in the room will affect both the interaural time
and interaural level differences.
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Fig. 18. Setup of experiment 2. The source is fixed but the dummy is free to
rotate from�90 to 90 . Microphones are inserted into its ears to record sound
at each position.

Fig. 19. Cochleagrams. A 500-Hz tone is played at two different positions rel-
ative to the dummy in a reverberant environment.

Just as in the previous experiment, when the input is a
500-Hz pure tone, computing ITD using only the low fre-

Fig. 20. ITD computed by cross-correlation of (a) the spike trains from all the
channels, (b) the spike trains in channel 21 to 32 only, and (c) the recorded
signals. The source is a 500-Hz pure tone. The plots show the mean and standard
deviation at each position based on five calculations.

quency channels can improve accuracy slightly, as shown in
Fig. 20(b). Fig. 20(c) is computed based on direct cross-corre-
lation between the left and the right channels recorded by the
microphones without processing by the cochleae. Comparing
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Fig. 21. ITD calculation for a white noise input, computed from the cross-
correlation of (a) spike trains and (b) the recorded signals. (c) A plot of the
function � + sin�.

Fig. 20(c) with Fig. 20(a) and (b) shows that the use of a cochlea
does not degrade timing information in the signal as ITD can
still be extracted from the spikes accurately. Furthermore,
even in such a simple setting with only a single sound source,

filtering the recorded sounds with the cochlea and selecting the
appropriate channels for cross correlation Fig. 20(b) does offer
a slight advantage for extracting the ITD. This may be more
pronounced in the case of simultaneous sound sources, or other
more complex sound environments.

We repeated the second experiment using a white noise stim-
ulus. Fig. 21(a) shows the ITD extracted from the AER output,
while Fig. 21(b) shows the ITD extracted from the recorded noise
signals directly. The close resemblance of the two curves demon-
strated once again that timing information is preserved by the
cochleae. The poorer performance of white noise (indicated by
higher error rate) compared to the excellent performance with
white noise in the first experiment Fig. 17(a) is due to the low
signal-to-noise ratio at the far ear. The high frequency compo-
nents of the noise are attenuated significantly at the far ear by the
shadowing of the head, and the low frequency components are
less energetic than in the pure tone case because energy is spread
evenly across the spectrum for the white noise stimulus. An addi-
tional factor is that the echoes in the reverberant environment may
cause different ITDs in different bands of the spectrum, thereby
causing more noisy estimates of the overall ITD. It is of note that
the calculated ITD, both directly from the recorded signals and
from the AER EAR outputs, is not a sine function of position as in
the 500-Hz pure tone case. This is because at higher frequencies
the signal diffracts around the head and the actual path-length
difference will become directly proportional to if one
assumes a circular cross section of the head [28]. Fig. 21(c) plots
the function and our results here seem to match the theory
very well. Overall, results from these 2 experiments suggest that
timing information iswellpreservedby theAERcochleaandITD
can be easily extracted from the spike trains.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented our AER EAR – a pair of matched silicon
cochleae with AER interface – which models the early stages
of the mammalian auditory system. We show measurements of
the frequency responses of the cochleae and spike rates of the
channels. From an analysis of the mismatch present in the cir-
cuit, we found that the dc offsets at the cochleae are the major
source of offset error. Despite the mismatch, frequency selec-
tivity is preserved and it is possible to remove the offset and
gain errors in later processing stages. Finally, we demonstrated
the cochleae’s capability in sound localization by successfully
extracting ITD from the AER cochleae in both ideal and rever-
berant environments. A future version of this AER cochlea will
focus on reducing the variations and increasing the frequency
selectivity of each channel, as well as including more faithful
IHC and spiking neuron models.
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